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Calling all the kerbonauts! New adventures await you on game consoles. Physics based on the Kerbal Space Program: Enhanced Edition Complete celebrates its ninth anniversary with digital launches for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One, developers Private Division and Squad announced Wednesday (September 16). U.S. players can pick
up a $39.99 game package from the PlayStation Store or Microsoft Store; Check your country's store for pricing and availability. Kerbal's space program is often praised for its realism in depicting the space environment, for example, asking players to consider orbits when planning routes from one planet to another. A new YouTube video
dedicated to the anniversary says the game attracted more than 450,000 players in June 2020, and nearly 142 million ships have been launched in the space game since its inception. The game recently launched its Shared Horizons extension, which adds real missions to the European Space Agency's gameplay. The expanded edition of
Kerbal will provide many hours of space exploration for fans of old and new, including the Kerbal space program and two previously published console extensions, a history and pieces pack with historical events and equipment and Breaking Ground with robotic parts, complete at a discount. You have access to an array of parts to
assemble full-featured spacecraft that fly - or not - based on realistic aerodynamic and orbital physics, Kerbal said on his website. Launching your Kerbal crew into orbit and beyond - while keeping them alive - to explore the moons and planets in the Kerbol solar system, building bases and space stations to expand the reach of your
expedition. Players can create their own space programs in three modes. The mode of science allows to conduct experiments on the creation of new technologies and the promotion of knowledge. The career regime covers all aspects of building a space program, from construction to funding and strategies. The sandbox will allow you to
build any spaceship you can imagine using any parts or technology the game has available. Kerbal is also a popular game among space streamers, including Scott Manley - who aims to teach orbital mechanics and space science on his channel - and Every Day astronaut Tim Dodd, who brings events into space to a wide audience. The
sequel, Kerbal Space Program 2, is in the works now and is due to be unveiled in the fall of 2021.Follow Elizabeth Howell on Twitter @howellspace. Follow us on Twitter @Spacedotcom and on Facebook. Astronogamer himself, Scott Manley, has put together a series of training videos for all of you to learn how to crash your spaceship
with grace... and sometimes do it in Moon and beyond. Check out his YouTube channel for some insane (but scientifically supported) Kerbal spaceships and daring missions in Solar Kerbal. quill18 is a master of video game strategy, and there are few things more strategic than coordinating the entire space program. Kerbal space
program allowed him to plan spectacular escape from gravity, as well as the most catastrophic explosions. Join him in learning how to create an entire space program from the comfort of your home, and be happy that you are not one of the Kerbals being sacrificed for his work. Scott Manley is Astronogamer - a rare fusion of games and
science in one powerful combination. Capable of delivering amazing scientific facts during flight, or crashing digital spacecraft simulations. quill18 is one of the biggest strategy gamers on YouTube. Admire his extensive knowledge of bananas. Boggle on his complete inability to pronounce the city's titles correctly. The treasure is that you
are not one of its overworked, underachieving, and oft-victimized citizens. In this chapter, we get things started first to get you set up with your copy of the Kerbal space program. As soon as it's settled, we'll jump right into the entire spaceflight business, design, build, fly and land your first rocket. If you're lucky, it's not going to blow up! If
you haven't purchased a copy of Kerbal's space program, don't be afraid - there are many ways to purchase it: no matter how you want to buy it (or the platform you'll be playing on), you'll end up with the same game, so go ahead and get yourself a copy. We'll wait for you right here. This book is dedicated to the PC, Mac and Linux
versions of the Kerbal space program. The game is almost identical on Xbox One and PlayStation 4, although keyboard and mouse controls are adapted to control the console. Once you've got the Kerbal space program installed and configured, it's time to start exploring space. In this chapter, we will start a new game of the space
program Kerbal, burn out the space center and launch something into the sky. It won't be much, but it will be your something. To begin with, we will take you on a tour of the Kerbala Space Center and talk about the various buildings and facilities available to you. Then we'll go inside the vehicle assembly building, one of the most important
places in KSP, and start building our first rocket. Finally, we will launch it and you will learn the basics of flying missiles. Let's start with the launch of a new game kerbal space program. Start the game and you will be treated to the view of the main menu shown in figure 1-1. Click Start the game and then click Start New. You will be asked
to choose what type of game you want to play. There are three options: sandbox games allow you to play freely. There are no funding restrictions and all the details are being unlocked. In career games, you have to purchase your rocket parts with the funds you will earn by accepting contracts, and accrue scientific points on research
technologies that open up new parts. In addition, your space center will start at a very elementary point and you will need to upgrade it to your crew and spaceship to perform certain tasks. You will also need to earn reputation points to get more complex and useful contracts. Science games halfway through the halfway point between the
quarry mode and the sandbox mode. There are no funds, contracts or reputations, but you have to earn science points to unlock the parts. In this chapter we will play in Career mode. This mode offers a fun task because it gives you a number of restrictions to push against. You can have several KSP games active at the same time. If,
while you are reading this book, you want to try a challenging mission but don't have the technology or the tools to do so, you can always start playing Sandbox mode. However, it's really helpful to do challenging missions after slowly building up your career mode game. Run a new career mode game in normal difficulty. You'll be taken to
the Kerbal Space Center. To get started, you must first take a couple of contracts that you will get some money to use on your first mission. Early contracts in the game are very simple, involving tasks such as launching a ship, collecting some scientific data and going into orbit. They are perfect for starting the game. Click on the Flight
Control building. The Flight Control building is a small structure next to the runway. The map of the center can be seen in figure 1-2. The mission controller, Gene Kerman, will offer you a selection of contracts that you can accept. As long as you don't update the Flight Control building, you can only accept two contracts at a time. Accept
contracts To collect scientific data from Kerbin and Launch our first ship!. You will be able to reach both of them at the same time, on the same flight. When you accept the contract, you will be given the amount of money up front. You will be given more money when you successfully complete the contract. When you accept a contract, you
must complete it before its due date. If you don't, you will be punished and lose money and reputation. Fortunately, the first contracts you accept do not have a deadline. Once the contract is accepted, it goes from the Available tab to the Active tab. Click on the Active tab to see a list of active contracts. You will see two contracts that you
have accepted (see figure 1-3). Now that you've received the instructions, it's time to build your first rocket. To build a rocket, you need to visit the building assembling vehicles. Leave the flight control and click on the building assembly vehicles. When you create a rocket, you select parts from the Parts menu on the left side of the screen
(see figure 1-4) and attach them to other parts. Missiles need at least three things in order to fly: a team pod that can be either crewed or uncrewed: The crew command pods bigger and heavier, but can carry Kerbals on a mission. They also do not require electricity to work. Uncrewed team pods (also called probe nuclei) are much
smaller and lighter, but usually require electricity to work. If your craft runs out of electricity and is unable to generate your craft will stop working. Engine. KSP has several different types of engines: engines: engines draw their fuel from fuel tanks, while solid boosters have built-in fuel reserves. Different engines have different sizes,
weights, efficiency and maximum traction levels. As a rule, the more powerful the engine, the less effective it is. Solid engines provide more traction, but once they are illuminated, they cannot be turned off. Fuel reserve. You have to bring enough fuel for your engine to burn long enough to get you to where you want to go. In addition to
these minimum requirements for getting a rocket from the launch pad, it's good to bring something with you while you're in the air. In kerbal's space program, most of the rockets you fly are not just launched for themselves; they usually bring equipment for use in orbit, such as surveyers and scientific experiments. When you start the game,
one such experiment is available: the Mystery Goo Containment Unit. It's a pod that's filled with... well, filled with something, and your scientific team believes they can learn more about the universe by watching it in different situations. There are many, many other types of parts available for use in your spacecraft designs, but these three
are the most important ones. The rocket we will build in this chapter will have one of them: the command pod will be the Mk1 command pod, which contains one crew member. The engine will be RT-5 Flea Solid Fuel Booster. Solid fuel boosters come with their own fuel, so we don't need an extra fuel tank. The spacecraft will have two
Mystery Goo containment units that you will use in flight. The spacecraft will have an mk16 parachute that will allow the pilot to survive landing. To begin building a rocket, take a look at the Parts menu (see figure 1-5). You'll see one part in the Pods tab: Mk1 Command Pod. Click on the team pod. Because this is the first part, it will
immediately appear in the design of the ship. Left click to select a part; Once the part is selected, move the mouse to move it, and on the left click again to attach it. Tap the right button and drag the mouse to turn the camera. Scroll up and down to move the camera up and down. If you hold the Shift and use the scroll wheel, the camera
will zoom in and out. At the moment there is only one engine: the RT-5 Flea solid-fuel accelerator. Click on the RT-5 engine and attach it to the bottom of the rocket. Now we have everything we need to launch a rocket: a command pod, engine and fuel. However, there is a very important part that needs to be added to the rocket if we want
our pilot to be able to safely escape from the mission. We need a parachute. Attach the Mk16 parachute to the top of the command pod. Finally, we will add scientific experiments. Click for more from Mystery Goo Unit and attach it to the side of the team pod (see figure 1-6). When you fly a rocket, weight distribution is important. If the
missile is lopsided, as it is now, the rocket will capsize during the flight. To fix it is You will need to add a second Mystery Goo Containment Unit to balance it. You can add a second one by selecting it from the menu and adding it to the right position, but there's an easier way: turn on the symmetry mode. To turn on the symmetry, click on
the symmetry button shown in figure 1-7. When you click on it, you will increase the number of parts that you place at once. On the left, click Symmetry Mode to increase the number of parts. Click on the right to reduce. The symmetry button can be installed for simultaneous instead of two, three, four, six, or eight parts. Next, click on the
Mystery Goo Containment Unit. You'll notice that you're now moving in two parts at once (see figure 1-8). Attach two parts to the command capsule. Next, we need to set up the production. In KSP the stage consists of a group of parts; when you press the space bar, the next stage is activated, and all the parts at this stage are activated
with it: the engines burn, the separators are detached and parachutes are deployed. At the moment, both the engine and the parachute are in the same stage. This is not a good thing because it means that when you push the space bar to launch a rocket, your parachute will deploy at the same time as your firing engine. This will make it
very difficult to fly. To fix this, we put the parachute and engines in separate stages. The engine is activated first, and the parachute is activated when it comes time to go back down. A list of steps can be found in the bottom right corner of the screen. Create a new stage by moving the mouse through the list of steps. The q button will
appear; click on it and a new stage will be added. Tap and drag the parachute into this new stage. You can rearrange the stages by clicking and dragging the orange strips at the top of each stage. The stages at the bottom of the list are activated first. Rearrange the stages so that the stage with the engine fires first and then the parachute
stage. Finally, let's give your ship a name. Click on the ship's name at the top of the screen and change its name to First Craft. Click Save in the top right and then press The Run. You're going to be taken to the launch pad. Now we're going to fly this rocket as high as we can. It won't have enough fuel to reach orbit, but you will certainly
complete your current contracts. You'll spend most of your time in KSP looking at the screen just like drawing 1-9. Let's look at its various components: Navball. Navball shows your current direction, relative to the body that has the greatest gravitational effect on you. In Figure 1-9, the spacecraft is on the ground and points straight up.
Navball also shows markers for destinations such as prograde and retrograde (which you'll learn more about in maneuver knots). Under Navball, you can see your headline. Above the navball, your current speed (measured in relation to the ground or to the that you orbit) displayed. Click on this display to change the speed of the surface
and orbit G-force reading. This meter shows how much voltage your ship and pilots are going through. Very strong G-forces can tear your ship apart. SAS (shown disabled in figure 1-9). This light lights up when the SAS manual computer is turned on. The SAS computer is built into most control pods and helps maintain the direction of
flight. Click T to turn the SAS INDICATOR on and off. The RCS indicator (also shown disabled). This light lights up when the engines of the Reaction Control System (RCS) are turned on. If your rocket has RCS engines built in, they will only be used if that light glows green. This saves RCS fuel by avoiding unnecessary engine use. Click
R to turn rcS on and off. We won't use RCS on this first rocket, but it's helpful to know that it is. Throttle. The throttle meter shows how much fuel can flow into your rocket's engines. Click the left shift to increase the throttle and left control to reduce it. Click on it to set the throttle to the maximum and X to set the throttle to zero (which will
reduce all fuel for the engines, stopping the thrust). Solid-fuel rockets do not suffer from the installation of throttle - as soon as they burn, they burn on the maximum throttle until their fuel runs out. Light, gear and brakes. These buttons allow you to turn on or off all the lights, remove or extend any chassis you can have, and apply the
brakes to whatever wheels your ship may have. Tap to switch lights, tap the G to switch the chassis, and hold the B to activate the brakes. Again, this rocket won't use these because it doesn't have any lights, chassis, or wheels, but these buttons become extremely useful when you make landings and airplanes (of which we'll do a few;
see Chapters 4, 7 and 8). The crew in the bottom right corner of the screen, you can view the current state of your team. In Figure 1-9, there is only one crew member: the indefatigable Jebedia Kerman. If you mouse over a crew member, two buttons labeled EVA and IVA will appear. Click EVA (which means extracurrying activity) to order
a crew member to leave the ship; Click the IVA button (intra-brain activity) to change the camera from the crew member's point of view. (Click C to move the camera between the crew member and the outside camera.) Intermediate. This is exactly the same control that you see in the building assembly vehicles. You can change the setting
of the staging while in flight from here. Mission hours. The mission clock shows the current time from the start-up. If you click on the MET button, the watch will switch between the time from launch to the current time at the Space Center. Above the clock, a series of arrows indicates the current time warp rate. In Figure 1-9, only the lights
up arrow, which indicates that time is running out at a normal rate. Click. Increase the time warp speed, and click to reduce it. Connection status. This area shows the current state of your ship's connection to the Kerbal Space Center. This means left to left right, whether the ship is under control (either by the pilot on board, or via link back
to the Space Center), the strength of the communication, whether the ship receives or transmits, and how the ship is connected. This is important because if your ship does not have a pilot on board, it must have a connection with the Kerbal Space Center to be under complete control. We will discuss the communication system in
Communications. Reading and choosing the mode. This area of the screen is changing to show information about how your ship is currently operating. The buttons on the right allow you to move from orbital mode to docking mode (which will be useful in Docking), as well as open the orbital map. You can also open the map by pressing
the M. Altimeter, vertical speed indicator and atmospheric pressure sensor. The altimeter (digital reading) shows the current height, relative to sea level. (Note that in figure 1-9, the height is 70 meters, despite the fact that we are on the ground. Since the altimeter measures altitude relative to sea level, you should be careful when trying to
land at high altitudes. The earth may be closer than the altimeter suggests. The vertical velocity indicator shows how fast your vessel rises or falls away. The atmospheric pressure sensor shows how thick the atmosphere surrounds your vessel is. The atmosphere is thickest at sea level (on planets that have seas at least) and zero when
you are in a vacuum. When you are in the atmosphere, your craft will be subject to drag that will slow it down. The thinner the atmosphere, the less resistance you get. In addition, if you are flying a ship with wings, you will get less lift when flying in a thinner atmosphere. Different planets have different atmospheres. The Danube, for
example, has a much thinner atmosphere than Kerbin, and Moon has no atmosphere at all. Notices, resources, contracts, currency, KSPedia. The buttons on the top left to the left of the screen allow you to see different kinds of information. If you mouse over the buttons, different readings will appear. If you click on the buttons, these
readings will remain visible after the mouse moves away from the buttons. The Notification button shows a list of the latest notifications you have received, usually about your contracts. The Resources button displays the number of different resources currently on board your ship, like fuel and electricity. Keep a close eye on them! The
Contracts button shows the summary of the contracts you have accepted and the conditions required to complete them. The Currency button shows your different currencies: how much funding you have (which you can use to buy rocket parts and upgrade the Space Center), your reputation (which determines how good the missions
you've been offered), and your scientific glasses (which allow you to unlock new technology). KSPedia is a Manually. In this you can see the details of the different parts of the game. Before you start flying, it's important to know how to control the game. Things can happen very quickly in KSP, so it's helpful to know which buttons to press.
Control of the spacecraft Left shift and left control: increase and reduce the throttle. This controls how much fuel is sent to your liquid engines. B: Increase the throttle to the maximum. X: Cut the throttle to zero. Rotation W and S: Step your ship up and down. A and D: scour left and right. Issue and E: clockwise roll and counterclockwise.
Staging space: Activate the next stage. If your spaceship hasn't taken off yet, it activates the first stage. Control system T: Switching guidance that can come from the nucleus of the probe or the crew member who is the pilot. F: Temporarily turn on the SAS until the key is grasped. If the SAS is already on, hold the F to temporarily disable
it. The camera controls C: the external camera switch. M: Switching the orbital map. There are quite a few keys in the Kerbal space program, but don't worry, you don't have to remember them all and your first flight will be very simple. While you're on the ground, we can fulfill one of the contracts you've accepted previously by asking Jeb
to take the crew report: click the right button on the command capsule and click the crew report. A window will appear showing the results. Click the Green Keep Experiment button. Turn on the control guidance by clicking T. This will tell Jebediah to keep your rocket stable in flight, making small adjustments to keep your rocket pointing in
the same direction. Next, it's time to launch the rocket. When you run, you will start traveling very quickly and a lot will happen at once. Read the rest of these steps before you start, so you'll be ready. Launch the rocket by clicking on the space bar. Your rocket will rush up. You'll burn fuel quickly, but that's okay. By launching the rocket,
you instantly complete your first contract, which just requires you to get something off the ground. Immediately tilt to about 45 degrees using key D. In addition to the contract that you have just completed, you can also beat several speed records, a height record, and a distance record on this mission. To reach the record distance, you
need to move away from the space center of Kerbal. Turn the ship with a D key so that you aim about 45 degrees (see figure 1-10). You have to reach the record speed contract very quickly. Now you will fly over the ocean, which means that when your engine runs out of fuel, you will land in the water. Activate one of the Mystery Goo
containment units when your fuel runs out. Do this by clicking the right button of one of the two pods set toward the team pod, and click Observe Mystery Goo. There will be a window of the results of another experiment, what makes sous-goy (see figure 1-11). Click the green hold experiment again. Back to the it is usually very easy in
KSP. What goes up and is unable to reach a stable orbit must come down. Wait until you run out of fuel and start falling back to the ground. You have to reach a height of over 4000 meters that beat several height records. Your pilot will look either joyful or terrified. When you drop to about 1200 meters, release the parachute by clicking on
the space bar again. Your parachute will partially turn around, slowing down the speed of descent. Once you reach 500 meters above the ground, your parachute will turn further, reducing you to a safe landing speed (see figure 1-12). You can deploy the parachute at any time after your engine finishes burning it. It won't unfold until it's
safe to do so, meaning you don't move so fast that it will be torn to shreds. However, if you release it too early, you may end up waiting some time before you land in the water. Slowly swim down and land in the water. Enjoy the splash. You can increase and reduce the speed at which time advances by clicking. (full stop) and , (comma)
buttons. Activate the second Mystery Goo deterrent. Mystery Goo, like all scientific experiments in the game, will generate different data when it is in different situations. This means that you will get more scientific scores. Click the right button on another unused pod, click Observe Mystery Goo, and then select save the data (see figure 1-
13). Leave the ship. In addition to the data that you've collected from Mystery Goo pods, we can also get even more scientific points by getting Jeb out of the spaceship and looking forward. Move the mouse over the portrait of Jebedia Kerman (in the bottom right corner of the screen) and click the EVA button that appears. Take the EVA
report. Click the right button on Jeb and click the EVA report. Click the green Keep Experiment button again (see figure 1-14). Restore Jebediah by moving the mouse above the altimeter and pressing the Recover Vessel button that appears. You will return to the Science Center and you will be rewarded with scientific points. Restore the
ship. Since Jeb has left the ship, you will need to return him separately from the spaceship. Hold the right mouse button and move with your mouse until you see the spacecraft in the distance (see figure 1-15). Click on it and click Recovery Ship. You will get the money back for the successful restoration of parts that have not been
destroyed, as well as scientific scores for all the experiments that have been performed. In this chapter we started with the Kerbal space program and launched our first rocket. From here, there are a bunch of different things you can do once you complete your first mission: Take another contract with Mission Control. Spend your scientific
scores on building research and development to unlock new technologies. Build a new rocket, New details, and try another mission! In the next chapter we will play with maneuvers, missiles, airplanes and more. See you soon! Get Kerbal Player's Guide now with online learning. O'Reilly members experience live online learning as well as
books, videos and digital content from 200 publishers. Publishers.
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